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INNOVATORS ARE THE SOURCE OF PROGRESS…… 

In whatever field you care to examine you will find something unique behind 

the most successful in that field. Surprisingly it is not money, connections or 

power or even high intelligence, business savvy or cunning……. It is simply an 

idea. Let me just qualify that by saying an idea needs a conduit to become a 

reality & for that it needs an inventor. Someone with the vision & tenacity but 

also a bit of passion & knowhow. We see this combination so rarely, but when 

we do it is startling & benefits human kind. As you clutch your iphone just spare 

a moment to consider Apple without Steve Jobs & then with Steve Jobs…… what 

a difference! No one is denying there are not smart people at Apple but the 

visionary was most definitely Steve Jobs. Now consider Microsoft without Bill 

Gates, Virgin without Richard Branson & most recently consider Tesla without 

Elon Musk. Every generation produces just a handful of inspired humans who 

make cool stuff because they can & if there is a new industry born because of it 

all the better. Are they driven by the “bottom line”? My guess is no. The money 

that follows is a result of the vision. If you make really good product that people 

like, need & want then everything will fall into place, the world will be improved 

& the business will flourish. The success is because others buy into the same 

vision.  

So what does this have to do with metal detectors? Everything! Detector 

technology has marched along strongly for the past 40 years. Let me just remind 

everyone that the original detectors struggled to catch a target at any depth 

more than about 4 inches & small targets were invisible 40 years ago. The basic 

technology moved on & was improved, stretched, altered, refined, tweaked 

until it is what we see today. Improvements led to more ideas & that branched 

off into other technologies. Today there is such a vast range of choice compared 

to the past that we need to consider this next time we are tempted to criticize.  

Progress is an idea in motion & it is progress that inspires us to move forward, 

embrace the possibilities of the future & dream. What if the next gold detector 

was not like anything we see today? What if it analysed the soil using some 

other technology, what if the buried treasures were visible on a screen so you 

knew what it was before digging it? What if? 

Are we as far as we can go within our industry? Of course not! Because 

somewhere there is an inventor, an innovator pushing the envelope & dreaming 

up new ideas. Is it within the known & trusted brands of today? Maybe but 

probably not. The thing about humans chasing a new idea is that you chase 

from behind, not from the front.  

As end users we look for the products that innovate, do what is promised, meet 

& fill a need & do it with quality that we can rely on. We also look for fairness 

with pricing, accessibility & a solid warranty, backup service & repair program. 

These features are a must.  

Within our industry a few innovators that deserve watching are as follows: 

 

 

NUGGET FINDER PTY LTD: This  

company has been developing after-

market coils for Minelab pulse 

induction detectors for decades & 

without fail they keep evolving, 

improving & producing quality 

products that do what is claimed. The 

hallmarks of innovation, tenacity, 

inventiveness & progress are alive & 

well at Nugget Finder. 

XP DEUS: This Company has taken 

the lead in new technology 

development. They build basic little 

VLF detectors but have incorporated 

cutting edge technology in the areas of 

wireless technology & Lithium Polymer 

battery technology. The detectors are 

super light, waterproof, compact, 

versatile & have outstanding 

discriminators. They do this with a long 

5 year warranty (so they back their 

own manufacturing processes)…. No 

weasel clause! We like that. What is so 

good about this brand I hear you ask? 

The best thing is that if they can do this 

with technology ALL the brands build & 

they’ve only just begun what are they 

going to build next? Now, that is 

exciting! Who heads this company? An 

inventor, an innovator, a passionate 

man with an idea. 

GARRETT: As one of the oldest 

manufacturers of metal detectors you 

might be fooled into thinking that this 

big, old company might be a bit short 

of ideas. But no, pretty soon we will 

see the AT Max arrive here in Oz & so 

far the Americans seem to like it. So 

even an old dog with some passionate 

people who love what they do behind 

it can keep the wheels of progress  & 

innovation turning. 
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DISCONTINUATION OF SOME NUGGET FINDER ADVANTAGE COILS 
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All these Nugget Finder Coils will no 

longer be available after the 30th June 

2017. The only 2 sized that will continue 

to be manufactured will be the 25” 

round & the 8”x6” Sadie. Please note 

that we have some remnant stock that 

we will be clearing for super low prices. 

Check out the specials on ebay. All the 

NEW EVOLUTION coils are available so 

drop us a line if you need one or if you 

are interested in any of these 

discontinued stock items.  

A DISCUSSION ABOUT THE RIGHT DETECTOR FOR YOU…. BRANDS? GET OVER IT! 
Here’s a novel idea. Let’s make detectors for people. Sounds weird but let me explain. What are the features people want & look for in a 

metal detector? Why choose one technology over another? And why pay so much more for some detectors than others? Let’s get real & 

honest about what is going on here. And let’s be real about brand bias. 

The first thing you have to ask yourself is “what am I going to do with this detector?” Gold hunter, treasure hunter, a bit of both, something 

for the kids, a get me started, retirement hobby? This is the FIRST question to answer. The second & third questions are “How often will I 

get out & do this & how much can I reasonably spend?” You notice price tag is no3 on the list & we haven’t even mentioned brand yet. 

Detector buying is not about brand, it’s about finding a match closest to what features YOU want. So beware the unhelpful salesman. Now 

let’s be factual…… 

GOLD DETECTORS 

There are 2 basic technologies used, VLF & Pulse Induction. Both have merits & both have issues. VLF is considered the starter off level 

primarily because of the cost. VLFs are much cheaper to build & buy, the technology has been around a long time & is reliable. They also 

have good discriminators in most cases. They tend to be quite sensitive, especially when a small coil is used & if a DD coil winding is used 

they are pretty stable in most soil conditions except the heavily mineralised areas of our Australian gold fields. In these areas VLFs will tend 

to be noisy & the targets hard to hear. VLFs also have limited depth capabilities. Most detecting will be done within the top 30cm but in 

reality small gold nuggets are generally within the top 15 – 20 cm anyway. Gold specks at great depth can’t be heard by any detector. 

Pulse induction technology is widely preferred for gold hunting because this technology tends to be capable at cancelling the ground noise 

created by the mineralization & it tends to be able to punch deeper because of the pulse. This means that deeper targets are accessible & 

able to be detected. Targets still need to increase in size at greater depths to be detectable. The prohibitive features are cost, limited or no 

discrimination ability, weight, in some cases complexity of the machine operation for beginners, size of some models & lack of compactness. 

A benefit for some PI machines is access to better after-market coils but the disadvantage is that there is more fairly bulky stuff to cart 

around. And so in the scheme of things there are many things to consider. And still we have not even reached the question about brand. 

TREASURE HUNTING 

There are two basic technologies used for this type of activity also. The First is VLF for all the reasons above. Tends to be cheaper, good 

discriminators, reliable, versatile, sensitive [more so in better quality machines] & generally good for about 30cm. The second is a multi-

frequency style technology born out of the VLF. It uses multiple frequencies to identify with a higher degree of accuracy exactly the same 

targets accessible with a VLF. This type of technology tends to come at a higher cost with a very big jump in the operating system 

complexity. The complexity means a few embrace the challenge but many others just stick to factory pre-sets, thus never accessing many of 

the detectors advanced advantages. And now we get to brand. It is this technology [FBS & BBS] that is exclusive to Minelab. Next edition 

we will table the pros & cons for the various technologies so we can review them as a comparison. We will not be discussing brand vs brand 

because that is an emotional not factual issue & that is ultimately your decision. It’s the Holden vs Ford thing & not founded in fact at all.  
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TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON 

VLF PULSE INDUCTION FBS / BBS 

PRICE / VALUE 
   

OPERATING SIMPLICITY 
   

COMPACTNESS 
 

XP DEUS 
 

SDC 2300 
GARRETT ATX 

 

WATERPROOFNESS 
           

XP DEUS 
GARRETT AT PRO 
GARRETT AT GOLD 
GARRETT AT MAX 

 
SDC 2300 
GARRETT ATX 
Garrett SeaHunter II  

 
CTX 3030 
Excalibur II 

SENSITIVITY TO SMALL 
TARGETS    

DEPTH CAPABILITIES 
   

WEIGHT 
   

CHOICE OF BRAND 
   

VERSATILITY / MULTI-
PURPOSE    

GOLD HUNTING 
   

TREASURE HUNTING 
   

 HIGHEST RATING 

MEDIUM RATING 

LOWEST RATING 

This table outlines strengths & weaknesses of each of the various different 

technologies available. It must be noted that BBS / FBS technology is only made 

by Minelab & protected by its patents so there is no comparisons or competition 

from other brands. The star system is a generalized comparison of desired 

features from one technology compared to another technology, not one brand 

to another building the same technology. Listed models are ones that meet the 

standard for the particular feature being compared. 

  

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH….. 

You got to love Aussie made home grow quality hand-made product. Walco 

picks have been a staple of our industry for decades & this month we 

celebrate their simple functionality. Dressed hardwood handles & tough 

steel blades. Large: $105   Medium: $ 95   Small: $85  
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A DISCUSSION ABOUT THE RIGHT DETECTOR FOR YOU…. BRANDS? GET OVER IT! (PART 2) 

The first part of our review of metal detector technologies examined the 3 basic technologies being built by all manufacturers 

[apart from BBS / FBS technology still patented]. The field is now wide open as far as choice is concerned for everything else. 

Now you understand the basic technologies then figuring out which one is best for you is simply a process of elimination based 

on the 3 very important questions you asked yourself [& answered] right in the beginning. What do you intend to do with your 

detector? How often will you be doing your activity? What is your realistic budget? …. IN THAT ORDER. 

Other considerations to include are things like after sale assistance, training, warranty periods, service & repair arrangements. 

These are not necessarily deal breakers but can be a huge pain in the butt if you can’t easily get these things if you need them.  

The first question is important however. Are you treasure  hunting, coin shooting in the park, rummaging through old house 

sites, escaping to the beach for a bit of R&R or perhaps searching historical areas for first settler relics? Or maybe you live 

1200kms from the nearest ocean but just an hour from a desert gold field & there is nothing else for you to do out there? Or 

maybe you are newly retired with plans to travel the interior, skim the coastline & just experience as much as you can & just 

spend a bit of your now abundant spare time detecting for exercise & fun because you can? All these scenarios have a very 

different requirement when selecting a detector. A good salesperson can quickly lead you to the right place but as not all are 

interested in your plans then this discussion might get you on the right path. 

Question 2 & 3 can be asked together. How often will I do this & what is my budget? Be honest….. if you are only intending to 

go out once or twice a year then don’t spend too much. Detecting is skill based so owning the biggest, most flash detector will 

not bring you instant success. It will bring you regret for spending so much & having it live in the cupboard. If you are planning 

to live off the proceeds of your gold finds, then expect to work at it like any job & use a decent tool, otherwise frustration will be 

your reality. Spend wisely & buy an appropriate detector with appropriate technology. If you are a pensioner on a fixed income 

then you can have just as much fun, exercise, & finds with a $500 detector as you can with a $2500 detector. So much 

expense with expensive detectors is in features you will never use or never figure out how to access. High cost is NOT always 

better. I know a man who bought a car with the proceeds of 5 years of coin & treasure hunting with a detector that cost less 

than $400 so price tag is not an indicator of more success. Time is the indicator for success because detecting is skill based. 

So now you know what you are going to do, you know how often & you have determined what you are comfortable spending. 

You have also given consideration to what happens after the sale, warranty arrangements & whether you received appropriate 

service from the retailer & you are ready to buy. You are 90% of the way through this decision process before you hit the brand 

question. 

“What is the best brand?” 

In my opinion there is no such thing. A detector from one brand may suit your purpose better than a similar one from another 

brand. A good detector in a particular brand does NOT automatically mean that all their detectors in all their ranges are equally 

as good. Reputation is emotional & has no basis in current fact but is a powerful marketing tool for persuading a buyer towards 

a particular brand regardless of whether it is the most appropriate detector. Some detectors are of a better quality in their 

manufacturing processes but that has actually got nothing to do with brand either. Brands is simply marketing. Smoke & 

mirrors. Branding makes it easier to identify a detector for the purposes of discussing it [it’s a name] but it is not a criteria for 

selection. What about “Aussie made” branding? There are no major brand Australian made detectors sold in this country any 

more. Almost all metal detectors sold in Australia are foreign or derived from multinational companies with overseas roots.  

For each person the choice will be slightly different & there is plenty of selection from which to choose, however, the choices 

are spread far & wide. Not every retailer sells every brand. Use the internet & the phone to pick a few brains to work out which 

models meet your criteria, not have the salesman lead you to what he wants you to buy. Youtube can be a great research tool 

because you tend to get fairly truthful opinion [because there is generally no financial gain for the video poster], but some 

rubbish also. It gives you an insight so when you hear the same thing being said over & over again by different people it is 

likely to be based in some truth. Ask your friends about their detectors & I’m sure they will be happy to share the pros & cons if 

you ask them. At the end of the process you will have eliminated detector after detector until you are left with just one or two & 

from there it is just a pros & cons list to a decision. I wish you all the best with your decision & purchase & hope this insight 

helps clear a path to finding the right detector for you.                                                                                                                         
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